The EVGA GeForce 8400 GS is an entry-level graphics card that delivers decent performance and great value, ideal for casual game users and office users.
This chart made up of thousands of PerformanceTest benchmark results and is updated daily with new graphics card Radeon HD 8400E GeForce 9500 GS. Review EVGA GeForce 8400 GS 1 GB DDR3 PCI-E 2.0 16X DVI/HDMI/VGA Graphics 1024MB (1GB) of DDR3 memory with a 600 MHz memory clock and 4.8. EVGA - GeForce GTX 960 2GB GDDR5 PCI Express 3.0 Graphics Card - Black - Larger. Be the first to write a review. Sold & Shipped by: Mega Retail. EVGA - GeForce 8400 GS 1GB GDDR3 PCI Express 2.0 DVI/HDMI/VGA Graphics Card, XFX AMD Radeon HD 5450 1GB GDDR3 VGA/DVI/HDMI Low Profile DDR3 Dual DVI, mHDMI Graphics Cards 01G-P3-2621-KR specs. Review. EVGA. Awesome features at an incredible value – the EVGA GeForce 8400 GS Specifications include 520 MHz core clock, 1024MB (1GB) of DDR3 memory. EVGA GeForce GT 610 1GB low profile. +. ATI Radeon HD vs ASUS 8400GS-1GD3-SL. Compare Pricing Post Review. Share my review on Facebook. A table comparing the basic technical specs from all NVIDIA graphics chips GeForce 8400 GS, 450 / 900 MHz, –, 800 MHz, 64-bit, 6.4 GB/s, 16, 10, 2.1, 1.1. Cheap EVGA 01G-P3-1302-LR GeForce 8400GS 1GB SDDR3. You can get 210 Graphics Card Review Battlefield 4 ASUS NVIDIA GeForce 210 1gb MSI. GTA 5 Grand Theft Auto 5 2015 Gameplay/Benchmark on GeForce GTX650 Intel Demonstração da Placa de vídeo EVGA 8400GS 1024MB (1GB) GeForce.
HI friends my Graphics card is 512 MB NVIDIA Geforce 8400GS Revision 2. I like to upgrade my graphics card please suggest which one is suitable for my system: 1gb or 2. Sys Details: Core 2 Duo - As well as the rest of the PC's specs. Main Graphics - 3-way SLI EVGA GTX770 4Gb@1302Mhz core Liquid Cooled